Modified bibenzimidazole ligands as spectator ligands in photoactive molecular functional Ru-polypyridine units? Implications from spectroscopy†
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The photophysical properties of Ruthenium-bipyridine complexes bearing a bibenzimidazole ligand were investigated. The nitrogens on the bibenzimidazole-ligand were protected, by adding either a phenylene group or a 1,2-ethandiyl group, to remove the photophysical dependence of the complex on the protonation state of the bibenzimidazole ligand. This protection results in the bibenzimidazole ligand contributing to the MLCT transition, which is experimentally evidenced by (resonance) Raman scattering in concert with DFT calculations for a detailed mode assignment in the (resonance) Raman spectra.

Introduction

Bibenzimidazoles (bbims) have been proven to be versatile structures in the construction of environmentally sensitive photoactive Ru-complexes.1–6 One attractive aspect pointed out in the context of designing molecular photocatalysts and DNA-intercalating luminescent complexes is the fact that bbims are non-electron accepting ligands. That is, when coordinated to, e.g., ruthenium ions together with, e.g., bipyridine, phenanthroline or related ligands, the bbim ligands do not partake in the metal-to-ligand charge transfer transition (MLCT).7–11 This feature renders bbim ligands interesting units in photoactive molecular devices, in which absorption of light initiates a vectorial electron transfer across the molecular structure. Here, the use of bbims as terminal ligands, i.e., ligands directed to the opposite direction of the envisioned electron transfer acceptor, offers a promising option to enhance the directionality and efficiency of intramolecular electron transfer from the photoactive metal-unit to an acceptor unit. However, the non-coordinating nitrogen atoms of the bbim can be protonated/deprotonated, which in turn changes the photophysical properties of the complexes, despite the fact that the latter are dominated by the non-bbim ligands.7 In this context, literature reports show that upon complete deprotonation of bbim-Ru-complexes,12 a loss of luminescence and a bathochromic shift of absorption maxima by up to 100 nm can occur.13 While this behaviour is essential for molecular sensors, e.g., molecular devices, whose photophysical properties are altered upon a change in the pH-value of the solution, it is unwanted in molecular photocatalysts as, e.g., the pH-value of a reaction solution can change quite drastically during the course of a catalytic reaction, which in turn would significantly impact the photoinduced molecular reaction steps determining the function of the catalyst itself. Therefore, bbim-structures have been designed in which the non-coordinating nitrogens are protected either by phenylene14 or an 1,2-ethandiyl group. To investigate the prospects of using these ligands as environmentally non-responsive spectator ligands in photoactive complexes, heteroleptic ruthenium complexes incorporating these new ligands and well-established tert-butyl-2,2'-bipyridine (tbbpy) ligands were synthesized and characterized spectroscopically. This study focuses specifically on complexes based on the tbbpy[Ru(tmbbimH2)2PF6][tbbpy = 4,4'-di-tert-butyl-2,2'-bipyridine, tmbbimH2 = 5,5',6,6'-tetramethyl-2,2'-bibenzimidazole). In particular, the work at hand focuses on...
the spectroscopic characterization of [Ru(tbbpy)2(dmbbimPh)]·(PF6)2 (RuBibPh), in which a phenylene group is attached to the bbim moiety, and [Ru(tbbpy)2(tmbbimEt)]·(PF6)2 (RuBibEt), in which an additional 1,2-ethanidyl group protects the imidazole nitrogens (see Fig. 1a and b, respectively). Thus, protection is accomplished by an aromatic group for RuBibPh and an aliphatic group in RuBibEt.

**Experimental**

**Synthesis and characterization**

Ruthenium trichloride and tert-butyl-pyridine were of reagent grade and used as supplied. Ru(4,4′-di-tert-butyl-2,2′-bipyridine)Cl2, 4,4′-di-tert-butyl-2,2′-bipyridine, 1,1′-diphenylen-6,6′-dimethyl-2,2′-bibenzimidazole, 5,5′,6,6′-tetramethyl-2,2′-bibenzimidazole and 1,1′-diphenylen-5,5′,6,6′-tetramethyl-2,2′-bibenzimidazole were prepared according to literature procedures.

The NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer. The mass spectra were obtained using a JASCO Spectrometer V-670. The CVs were recorded on a Autolab Type 3 Potentiostat/Galvanostat. The NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer. The mass spectra were recorded with a SSQ 710 spectrometer. The absorption spectra were obtained using a JASCO Spectrometer V-670. The crystallographic data excluding structure factors. CCDC 1002151 for RuBibPh contain the supplementary crystallographic data excluding structure factors.

Bis(4,4′-di-tert-butyl-2,2′-bipyridine)(1,1′-diphenylen-6,6′-dimethyl-2,2′-bibenzimidazole)-ruthenium(n)-dihexafluorophosphate (RuBibPh). In a 250 ml round bottom flask, 20 mg (0.059 mmol) 1,1′-diphenylen-6,6′-dimethyl-2,2′-bibenzimidazole and 42 mg (0.059 mmol) bis(4,4′-di-tert-butyl-2,2′-bipyridin-ruthenium(n)-dichloride were refluxed for 18 h in a mixture of 80 ml ethanol and 20 ml water. During the reaction, the colour changed from violet to orange. After cooling to room temperature the solvent was partially removed under reduced pressure and filtrated. To the reaction mixture an aqueous solution of 117 mg (0.718 mmol) ammonium hexafluorophosphate was added. The resulting precipitate was filtrated and was washed with water and diethylether and dried in air. Yield: 46 mg (61%).

1H-NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ = 8.61 (m, 2H, H8″ or H9″), 8.27 (d, J(H3–H5) = 2.0 Hz, 2H, H3 or H3′), 7.93 (s, 2H, H7″ or H7″′), 8.21 (d, J(H3–H5′) = 1.8 Hz, 2H, H3′ or H3″), 8.01 (d, J(H5–H6) = 6.0 Hz, 2H, H6″ or H6″′), 7.98 (d, J(H5″–H6″) = 6.2 Hz, 2H, H6″ or H6″′), 7.88 (m, 2H, H9″ or H9″′), 7.53 (dd, J(H5–H6) = 6.1 Hz, J(H3–H5′) = 2.1 Hz, 2H, H5″ or H5″′), 7.35 (dd, J(H5″–H6″) = 6.0 Hz, J(H3″–H5″′) = 2.0 Hz, 2H, H5″′ or H5″), 7.22 (d, J(H4″–H5″′) = 8.6 Hz, 2H, H5″), 7.04 (d, J(H4″–H5″′) = 8.6 Hz, 2H, H4″′), 2.62 (s, 6H, HMe′c), 1.49 (s, 18H, HtBu or HtBu′), 1.35 (s, 18H, HtBu′ or HtBu) ppm (for assignment of the hydrogen atoms see ESI†). 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ = 162.7, 162.3, 159.6, 157.2, 151.3, 152.3, 141.0, 139.8, 138.3, 132.5, 128.9, 128.2, 127.1, 125.8, 124.4, 120.2, 120.2, 118.5, 116.5, 115.1, 35.6, 35.4, 30.2, 30.0, 22.0 ppm. MS Micro-ESI (MeCN/MeOH): m/z = 1119.3 ([M = PF6]†). EA: calculated for C46H48N6Ru2P2F12: C = 53.56%, H = 4.98%, N = 8.62%; found: (C = 53.96%, H = 4.98%, N = 8.39%). Photophysical data: Abs. λmax (MeCN): 465 nm, λmax (MeOH): 465 nm, λmax (CH2Cl2): 467 nm. CV (MeCN, WE: glassy carbon, CE: Pt, RE: Pt, internal standard: Fc/Fc †, supporting electrolyte: 0.1 M TBAPF6, 20 mV s−1: 0.69 V, −1.84 V, −2.01 V, −2.24 V. Crystal data: C128H154F24N16O5P4Ru2, M = 2778.69 g mol−1, size 0.18 × 0.18 × 0.08 mm3, monoclinic space group P21, α = 15.632(3) Å, β = 22.082(4) Å, c = 19.317(2) Å, α = 90°, β = 96.899(3)°, γ = 90°, V = 6620(2) Å3, T = 150(2) K, Z = 2, ρcalc = 1.394 g cm−3, no. of reflections (measured): 104 592, no. of reflections (unique): 27 331, no. of parameters 1803/611, GooF = 1.081, ρ = 0.61 e Å−3, R (reflection) = 0.0520 (23 909), wR2[reflection] = 0.1238 (27 331), largest difference peak and hole: 0.71/−0.61 e Å−3.

Bis(4,4′-di-tert-butyl-2,2′-bipyridine)(1,1′-diphenylen-6,6′-tetramethyl-2,2′-bibenzimidazole)-ruthenium(n)-dihexafluorophosphate (RuBibEt). In a 250 ml round bottom flask, 64 mg (0.202 mmol) 1,1′-diphenylen-5,5′,6,6′-tetramethyl-2,2′-bibenzimidazole and 71 mg (0.100 mmol) bis(4,4′-di-tert-butyl-2,2′-bipyridin-ruthenium(n)-dichloride were refluxed for 18 h in a
mixture of 150 ml ethanol and 37.5 ml water. During the reaction the colour changed from violet to orange. After cooling to room temperature the solvent was partially removed under reduced pressure and filtered. To the reaction mixture an aqueous solution of 150 mg (0.902 mmol) ammonium hexafluorophosphate was added. The resulting precipitate was filtered and was washed with water and diethylether and dried in air. Yield: 95 mg (76%).

$^3$H-NMR (400 MHz, 0.5 ml DMSO + 0.2 ml CD$_2$Cl$_2$): $\delta = 8.82$ (d, $^3$J(H3-H5) = 1.8 Hz, 2H, H3 or H3′), 8.75 (d, $^3$J(H3′-H5′) = 1.8 Hz, 2H, H3′ or H3′′), 8.03 (d, $^3$J(H5′-H6′) = 6.0 Hz, 2H, H6′ or H6), 7.90 (d, $^3$J(H5-H6) = 6.2 Hz, 2H, H6 or H6′), 7.67 (s, 2H, H7′), 7.63 (dd, $^3$J(H5-H6) = 6.1 Hz, $^3$J(H3-H5) = 2.1 Hz, 2H, H5 or H5′), 7.54 (dd, $^3$J(H5′-H6′) = 6.2 Hz, $^3$J(H3′-H5′) = 2.0 Hz, 2H, H5′ or H5′′), 5.50 (s, 2H, H4), 4.98 (m, 4H, H8), 2.33 (s, 6H, HMe6), 2.06 (s, 6H, HMe5), 1.47 (s, 18H, HtBu or HtBu′), 1.37 (s, 18H, HtBu′ or HtBu).

For resonance Raman experiments the complexes were dissolved in DCM with an optical density of 0.5 at 475 nm. To ensure sample integrity throughout the measurements, UV-Vis spectra (Jasco 530) were measured before and after each resonance Raman measurement.

Resonance Raman scattering

The details of the experimental set-up can be found elsewhere.$^{21,22}$ In short, the excitation laser (Argon-Ion Laser 2018, Spectra-Physics) delivering the excitation light was focused into a rotating-cell cuvette.$^{21}$ The scattered light was measured in 90° geometry and focused onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer (Princeton Instruments/Acton SpectraPro 2750-0.750 Triple Grating Monochromator/Spectrograph). For the measurements a grating with 2400 lines per mm was used.

Measurements were performed at the excitation wavelengths of 458, 476, and 488 nm. To compare the spectra a baseline was subtracted from the data and the spectra were subsequently normalized with respect to the solvent peak of dichloromethane at 1423 cm$^{-1}$.

Non-resonant Raman scattering

The Raman measurements were performed on a Bruker FT-Raman spectrometer (Bruker MultiRAM). For this the Ru-complexes, in the solid-state, were inserted into the spectrometer and illuminated with the Nd:YAG laser at a wavelength of 1064 nm.

Quantum mechanical calculations

Quantum mechanical calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN09$^{23}$ program to obtain the structural and electronic data of the ruthenium complexes with protected bibenzimidazol ligands. For this, density functional theory (DFT) with the XC functional B3LYP$^{25,26}$ was used to calculate the geometry, vibrational frequencies and respective normal modes of the electronic ground state. The 28-electron relativistic effective core potential MVB2$^{27}$ was used with its basis set for the ruthenium atom; that is, 4s, 4p, 4d and 5s electrons are treated explicitly, whereas the three first inner shells are described by the core pseudopotential. The 6-31G(d) double-$\zeta$ basis set$^{28}$ was employed for the ligands. In order to unravel the nature of the excited states contributing to the absorption spectra, the first 120 singlet excited states have been calculated at the time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) level of theory using the same XC functional, pseudopotential and basis set. Effects of solvent interaction (dichloromethane) have been taken into account on the equilibrium geometries, vibrational frequencies, excitation energies, transition dipole moments and analytical Cartesian energy derivatives of the excited states by applying the integral equation formalism of the Polarizable Continuum Model (IEFPCM).$^{29}$

Resonance Raman spectra were calculated using the sum-over-states approach for the bright states in the range of excitation wavelength of 476 nm, namely S$_3$, S$_4$, S$_5$, and S$_7$ (RubBibPh) as well as S$_3$, S$_4$, and S$_7$ (RubBibEt).$^{12,30}$ In order to reproduce the experimental absorption in the region of the excitation wavelength, the excitation energies of the S$_2$ (RubBibPh) and the S$_6$ (RubBibEt) states have been bathochromically shifted by 2000 cm$^{-1}$ and the resulting absorption was broadened by Lorentzians with a FWHM of 3000 cm$^{-1}$ (equivalent to a damping factor of 1500 cm$^{-1}$). Detailed information concerning the computation of resonance Raman intensities can be found in the literature.$^{12}$ To correct for the lack of anharmonicity and the approximate treatment of electron correlation,$^{31}$ the harmonic frequencies were scaled by a factor of 0.97. To compare the calculated bands with the measured data, a Lorentzian function with a FWHM of 5 cm$^{-1}$ was added to broaden the peaks.

Results and discussion

The synthesis of all ruthenium complexes was carried out according to known procedures. Structural characterization was performed with $^1$H, $^{13}$C, ESI-mass spectrometry and elemental analysis. For RubBibPh it was possible to grow X-ray suitable crystals. The derived solid state structure from acetone–water is depicted in ESI Fig. 1† together with relevant distances and angles (see ESI Table 1†). The ruthenium centre is surrounded by nitrogen donor atoms in a distorted octahedral coordination geometry and, as for similar ruthenium
complexes, the bond lengths (2.034(4)–2.059(4) Å) are shorter for the peripheral tbbpy as for the bibenzimidazole ligand (2.149(5) and 2.162(5) Å). Noticeably the bond to the phenylene-bridged bibenzimidazole is longer than that for the bibenzimidazole in the parent compound RuBib (see ESI Table 1). A possible explanation is the rigidity of the bibenzimidazole induced by the phenylene moiety whereby the ligand is not able to bend around the ruthenium centre. Mononuclear ruthenium bibenzimidazole complexes show a characteristic bending of the bibenzimidazole ligand around the ruthenium centre resulting in an angle of 167.1°. In dinuclear complexes no bending is observed, i.e. an angle of 180° can be measured. The same angle of 180° is observed for RuBibPh.

The UV-Vis data of RuBibPh and RuBibEt dissolved in dichloromethane and the calculated absorption spectra are displayed in Fig. 1. The spectra of the two complexes show very similar structures: in the UV region a strong transition at about 370 nm is observed, which is assigned to a ππ*-transition. The characteristic MLCT bands are observed in the visible part of the spectrum between 400 and 550 nm. The ππ*- and the MLCT-absorption maxima of RuBibEt are bathochromically shifted when compared to the absorption of RuBibPh by 441 and 405 cm⁻¹, respectively.

In order to investigate the protection effect, the influence of the pH-value on the UV-Vis transition was investigated. The absorption properties of both complexes are within experimental errors not significantly affected by increasing the solvent pH-value (see ESI Fig. 3†), i.e. the sensitivity of the photophysical properties of the complexes to the pH value of the solution is drastically reduced when compared to the non-protected parent complex RuBib.

Investigations on the emission in DCM properties of both complexes show that for RuBibPh no emission can be observed and for RuBibEt some – albeit very weak – luminescence is visible at approximately 610 nm.

In order to rationalise this finding, electrochemical studies were performed. The parent RuBib can be reversibly oxidised at 0.6 V vs. Fe/Fe⁺. However, due to irreversible electrochemical processes during the electrochemical measurements, no information is available for the reduction potentials of the coordinated ligands. For the complexes investigated here, the situation is changed: with respect to oxidation of the metal centre both complexes behave very similarly to the parent complex, i.e. the ruthenium centre is oxidized at potentials very similar to RuBib, i.e. at 0.69 and 0.63 V vs. Fe/Fe⁺ for RuBibPh and RuBibEt, respectively. However, three reversible reduction processes can be observed at potentials comparable to the potentials observed for Ru(tbbpy)₂⁺⁺ (see Table 1 and ESI Fig. 4†). Interestingly for a structurally very similar complex, [Ru(tbbpy)₂(bibzim)]⁺⁻ (bibzim = 2,2'-bibenzimidazolato dianion), a fully reversible reduction under electrochemical conditions was observed. This observation supports the notion that the irreversibility of reduction processes in bibenzimidazole ruthenium complexes correlates with the presence of relatively acidic protons. Apparently the introduction of the protection groups changes the electrochemical behaviour significantly: The observed fully reversible behaviour could be explained by an accessible state localised on the modified Bib-ligand scaffold or by a multiple reduction process of the bound bipyridine ligands. In order to clarify this question, resonance Raman spectroscopy is employed to characterize the localization of the initial electronic transition.

Resonance Raman spectra of both complexes were recorded upon excitation at 458, 476 and 488 nm and the resulting spectra were compared to those recorded for the homoleptic reference compound Ru(tbbpy)₃⁺⁺ (Rutbbpy). The results are summarized in Fig. 2. In particular, Fig. 2(a–c) shows the

Table 1 Oxidation and reduction potentials of RuBibPh, RuBibEt, RuBib and [Ru(tbbpy)_3][PF_6]₂ in MeCN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Eox1 (V)</th>
<th>Ered1 (V)</th>
<th>Eox2 (V)</th>
<th>Ered2 (V)</th>
<th>Eox3 (V)</th>
<th>Ered3 (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RuBibPh</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>−1.84</td>
<td>−2.01</td>
<td>−2.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RuBibEt</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>−1.91</td>
<td>−2.10</td>
<td>−2.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RuBib</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>−1.68</td>
<td>−1.92</td>
<td>−2.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ru(tbbpy)_3][PF_6]₂</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>−1.73</td>
<td>−1.92</td>
<td>−2.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 (a–c) Experimental resonance Raman spectra of the protected bbim complexes in resonance with the absorption band in the visible range (λex = 476 nm). The experimental resonance Raman spectrum of the homoleptic reference complex Rutbbpy (a) is given for the assignment of the tbbpy vibrations. The DCM solvent bands are indicated by asterisks. (d, e) Experimental non-resonant Raman spectra of the protected bbim complexes (λex = 1064 nm).
resonance Raman data recorded at 476 nm for all three complexes (see ESI Fig. 5 and 6† for resonance Raman spectra excited at different excitation wavelengths). For easier comparison all spectra are baseline corrected and normalized to the DCM peak at 1424 cm\(^{-1}\). Most bands in the resonance Raman spectra of the protected bbim ruthenium complexes can be associated with those of the reference complex Rutbppy. For example, the symmetric ring-breathing modes of the tbppy-ligand located at 1031 and 1040 cm\(^{-1}\) can be found in all three spectra.\(^{37}\) In the RuBibPh (RuBibEt) there exist bands at 1081 and 1692 cm\(^{-1}\) (1681 cm\(^{-1}\)) that are unique to the protected bbim complexes investigated here. They are found neither in the spectra of Rutbppy nor in literature reports on related complexes bearing unprotected bbim ligands.\(^{7,11,37}\) To evaluate the molecular origin of these bands, non-resonant Raman measurements of RuBibPh and RuBibEt have been performed using solid powder samples of the complexes (Fig. 2d–e). These experiments are complemented by density functional theory (DFT) calculations (see Fig. 3) aimed at a detailed band assignment of the bands characteristic of the protected bbim ligand.

These data reveal that – in contrast to unprotected bbim ligands – the protected ligands do participate in the MLCT-transition. Hence, the beneficial feature of the unprotected bbim ligands, i.e., acting as non-electron accepting spectator ligands on the photophysical properties of thus-derived Ru-complexes, is lost.

The resonance Raman spectrum of RuBibEt reveals a reduced signal-to-noise ratio when compared to the spectrum of RuBibPh. This is due to the residual luminescence observed in the former case, which is entirely absent in the latter complex. The observation of a complete loss of luminescence for RuBibPh is potentially related to the extended \(\pi\)-electron scaffold in the protected Bib-ligand. The effect of an extended \(\pi\)-scaffold is thoroughly investigated and well understood for Ru-complexes bearing phenanthroline (phen) and dipyridophenazine (dppz) ligands.\(^{38,39}\) Here for instance, the phen-complexes show relatively strong emission in water with quantum yields in the range of 0.032–0.072,\(^{40–42}\) while dppz complexes in water barely emit. Sophisticated insights into the dynamics in dppz complexes were achieved by using a combination of time-resolved resonance Raman, time-resolved infrared spectroscopy and DFT calculations.\(^{43}\) Thus, it is speculated that protection of the bbim-structure in RuBibPh creates an electronic situation comparable to the dppz ligand, which efficiently quenches the –
anyhow weak – luminescence of RuBibEt. In analogy to dppz complexes this quenching is speculated to be achieved by ultrafast picosecond removal of electron density from the proximity of the coordinated Ru-ion to orbitals spatially separated\textsuperscript{38,43} – a decay channel, which is apparently more prominently accessible in RuBibPh compared to RuBibEt.

### Conclusion

The study presented here reveals that protecting the non-coordinating nitrogen atoms in bbim-ligands affects the photophysical properties of thereof derived Ru-complexes. It is shown that the protection route suggested here leads to a loss of the highly-advantageous feature of unprotected bbim ligands, i.e., the ability to act as non-electron accepting spectator ligands on Ru-polypyridine complexes. Furthermore, indications are reported that the protection of the non-coordinating nitrogens leads to dppz-like electronic structures in the ligand and resulting photophysical properties. The results presented suggest that the strategies pursued to date, to protect the uncoordinated nitrogen atoms of the bbim moiety against protonation/deprotonation and – at the same time – preserve the nature of the ligand as a non-electron accepting spectator ligand, do not succeed. One feasible alternative might be to use conventional Bib type ligands and form corresponding metal complexes with zinc centres as they render the compound pH-value insensitive while at the same time retaining luminescence.\textsuperscript{7}
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